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DISCLAIMER ( Please read)
 

Tom Mitchell, 1 Minute Dog Training, and Mitchell Media, LLC cannot be held
responsible for any injury or damage resulting from dog training activities. If
you are unsure about any aspect of dog training, please consult another
professional or your veterinarian. This EBook describes a proven training
method for House Training. It does not cure a dog with aggression problems or
predatory aggression. Please ensure you take all reasonable precautions to
prevent injury to others (including dogs). 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional. In practical advice
books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees made! Readers are
cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances
and dog and act accordingly. 

THE WORLD WOULD BE A BETTER PLACE
IF EVERYONE HAD THE ABILITY TO LOVE
AS UNCONDITIONALLY AS A DOG

~M.K. CLINTON 



We’re here today to talk about house

training. There’s a concept that has

been put out into the world, it’s called

housebreaking. And it’s an interesting

difference between house training and

housebreaking. It is better to train
our puppies to live inside the house
as opposed to breaking our puppy
of bad habits after they develop
them.
           

The difference is ideological or actually

conceptual, but the way you approach

it will be very different if you’re

working from the house training

perspective.

In my training series videos, I talk a lot

about doing these very specific

Tellington TTouches, developed by

Linda Tellington-Jones, and we’re

going to use that as well as the one-

minute concept in our house training

efforts.

           To start with, I’d like to go into

another concept that is in the media

quite a bit, and that’s the concept of

being the leader of the pack, alpha

dog, versus training with wisdom and

leading your dog into what it is that

you want. There are many trainers out

there that suggest you choke your dog,

growl at your dog, yell at your dog, and

other methods that are somewhat

aggressive. 

There are other methods like

using puppy potty pad training

or even litter boxes. Although I

do not recommend these unless

you live somewhere without a

yard. If that is the case you can

use the crate method in

addition to your pee pads or

litter boxes. 

If you live in an apartment, you

may want to explore, and I’ll

touch briefly on it, using a

little puppy pad or even,

better yet, designating a potty

place. 

How To House
Train Any Puppy
or Dog

We’re going to
Focus Primarily 
on Crate Training

These aggressive methods
have been proven time and
time again to actually cause
or create more aggression in
your puppy or your dog. 

So in the same way that we

wouldn’t ask somebody to come

into our house and then yell at

them or choke them, or our

children, let’s remember that

when we train our puppies.



If you have a small porch or patio, you

can create a small grassy area there,

even if you’re up on the 20th story. You

can just get a box and build a little 4 x

4-foot area, fill it with some dirt, plant

some grass, and teach your dog to go

right out onto that. Then you can use

the crate training method inside and

use that box as your outside.

As far as crate training goes, there
are a lot of different kinds of crates.

You can get the plastic hard-shelled

crates. You can get the wire crates. On

the simplest end, you could build

something that was made from four

pieces of plywood nailed together at

the corners. No bottom, no top. 

On the other end, a soft-sided travel

crate is lightweight and gives you the

option to bring your puppy along for a

trip, while still being able to contain

them in new surroundings. If you do

travel with your new puppy you may

want to consider a travel pen or crate

so that you do not become an

unwanted guest. 

How To Decide 
Well, four pieces of wood will cost you

a few dollars and a high-end travel

crate may cost several hundred dollars.

It depends on your budget and plans.

You can shop online, at a large pet
store, or it may also be worth it to
look on Craigslist for a crate as
people are always selling them.

 I mean, these are very different

size puppies that are going to

grow at very different speeds. So
you want to have a crate
that’s just large enough for
them to comfortably lay down
and move around, but not
large enough that they could
find a spot to go potty inside
the crate.

The most important thing is to
make sure that the size of the
crate, or your puppy pen, is
right for the size of your
puppy. It will be a different size

crate if you’re dealing with a

Chihuahua compared to a Bull

Mastiff. 



One of the most important things
that you will have to do is use ample
supervision and really watch out for
your puppy. And this is where the

one-minute training technique really

comes in. 

 

What do I mean by that? I mean you

need to check in with your puppy,

especially a new puppy. Let's say

you’ve gotten a young puppy, it’s eight

or nine weeks old. Depending on

where your puppy came from they

may already have some understanding

or concept of going potty outside. 

 

If it came from a really good breeder,

they probably kept those areas that

they raised their puppies in clean. So

the puppies weren’t used to living in

their own soiled areas. 

On the other hand, if you got your

puppy from a pet shop or what’s

commonly known as a puppy mill, that

puppy may have been raised in an

area that was contaminated with a lot

of feces and urine. 

 

If that’s the case, it may take you a

little longer to help them understand

exactly what it is that you want them

to do since the habit is already formed.

I’ve been working with dogs for

a long time, over 35 years! What I

know is that they’re smart. If you

give them a chance and you

teach them what you want, with

love, kindness, understanding,

and wisdom, they’ll give back to

you everything they have! They

will learn this crate training

method or other methods of

elimination really fast! 

Again, in the one-minute

sessions, you look to see how’s

my puppy doing. Now there are

some people that recommend

attaching the puppy to you at all

times for the first two or three

weeks in the house. They’re on a

leash that you attach to your

belt and you make sure they’re

with you all the time. This

method really depends on the

kind of dog you have and the

kind of lifestyle you have,

Dogs are Really
Smart!



The one thing that you really want to

be careful of is that the puppy does

not eliminate inside the house. Now

for most people, this will happen one

time or another. And then, if that is

the case, you need to clean it up really

well. There are some great products on

the market, Nature’s Miracle is one of

them. It is an odor eliminator and it

actually has an enzyme in it that helps

eliminate the odor. 

That being said, puppies can smell

their own urine in three parts per

million of water. So, you know, you just

have to be really diligent. You

absolutely do not want to clean with

ammonia or vinegar, those things will

encourage the puppy maybe to come

back to those spots. But if an accident

does happen, you want to thoroughly

clean it up. 

If the accident happens inside the

crate, you want to make sure that you

change that bedding quite frequently.

And you want to do that anyway.

          

So let’s talk about the crate a

little bit. First off, you’ve got a

crate that’s the right size for the

kind of dog or size of dog that

you have. Now, where does that

crate go? Well, during the day,

you want that crate near you. And

what do I mean by during the

day? What I mean is, if you got a

new puppy and you’re planning

on going to work the next day

and leaving that puppy inside the

crate for eight hours, you’re in for

some, you know, some problems.

And the puppy is not going to be

very appreciative.

If you’ve decided to get a puppy,

it’s really a good idea that

somebody’s going to be there,

unless the puppy’s going to live

outside the full time that you’re

trying to crate train or house train

this puppy. What do I mean by

that? I mean that that puppy’s

going to need to go outside really

regularly. 

What if There is a
Mistake?



So to start with, when we introduce

the puppy to the crate, what we

want to do is make it as simple and

easy, and non-threatening for the

puppy as possible. What you can do

is if it’s one of the hard-shelled

crates, take it apart. So now it is in

two halves so the puppy can walk

into this crate area and it doesn’t

feel like an enclosed space. 

A lot of people talk about crates in

the sense that they’re dens. I’m not

opposed to the fact that they are the

canine species and wolves are also

the canine species and I do believe

that they still have denning instincts.

Although dogs have been

domesticated for 10,000 years or

more, and some of that is really no

longer relevant in what we’re trying

to do in crate training a puppy.

There are certain things that wolf

mothers do. They keep their dens

very clean. 

They push their puppies out to make

sure they go outside, just like we’re

going to encourage our puppy to do. 

You’re going to find a spot in the

yard, you’re going to take him to that

spot every time. 

You’re going to ask them to go potty.

And what do I mean? You’re going to

say, “Please go potty, go potty.” Or

use whatever language you want to

indicate that this is what the puppy

is going to do. And then when the

puppy does do that, you praise them

ecstatically! 

So back to the size of the crate.

You’ve got a crate that’s the right

size. You’ve put some proper

bedding in it. If it came from a really

reputable breeder or someone you

know, maybe you came home with a

little piece of cloth or something

that’ll help the first few days of

transition from its littermates and its

mother to your house. That item can

be in there which will create a nice

little bedding area. 

Again, remember it’s something
that you may have to clean
regularly so you don’t want to
have a thick bed in there, but
some sheets or some towels,
maybe a tiny little pillow of some
kind, but not too large.

Size of the Crate 



Now when puppies eat or drink what

do you think? First thing they’re

going to have to do within 15 to 30

minutes is go outside and pee or

poop. If you don’t keep a really strict

eye on your puppy then you’ll have

accidents.

What you want to do is one minute

at a time you check in regularly, set

a little alarm clock, get an egg timer,

do anything you can do so that every

five to ten minutes, and this is

especially important in the first week

or two that you have your puppy. Be

sure that you’re always checking in

for a minute, you go over and you

talk to the puppy, maybe you do a

little of the touches, you do some tail

work, or some ear work.

And if you want, you can go outside.

Now there’s a difference between

going outside to eliminate and going

outside to play. And we want to

make sure that we keep that in

mind. We don’t want to go outside

with a young puppy and distract

them with play when what we’re

hoping to teach them is to go and

eliminate.

So you’ve brought your puppy home.

You have your crate. The bedding is

there. You have your nice little bowl

for water and food. You’ve talked to

the breeder about what kind of food

this puppy’s been eating. Hopefully,

the puppy’s at least eight weeks old

because they should stay with their

mother up until that period of time.

You’ve got your little scented maybe

scrap of cloth or clothes or whatever

that came from that area. And if

none of that’s true, it’s all okay.

You want to stop and in the other

videos in this series you’ll see exactly

how to do these little circular

TTouches where we make a circle

about the size of a quarter and then

we move to another spot.

Why don’t we first feed the puppy in

the crate that’s open? Now, if it’s a

wire crate, again we can take the top

off or we can just even use the basin

or the tray of the crate and build the

sides up, put two sides up, and then

three sides up, and let them get

used to walking in and out. You can

put a chew toy in there.

Anything you can do that will make

this puppy feel comfortable and

welcome in your new home. All

while observing the puppy’s

behavior.

So You've
Brought Your
Puppy Home



You want them chew on toys,

hard toys, pigs ears, little soft

bones, other things that are

good for puppies to chew on.

So we’ve got all these things

in place. We’re keeping an

eye on our puppy. We’re

taking them outside any time

after the puppy has eaten or

drank some water (10- 20

minutes after).

Now let’s just say for example that

there was a little mistake in the house

and your puppy pooped in the house.

Okay? So do we just kind of quickly

clean that up and throw it away?

No, we take that little poop, we let the

puppy watch us, we pick it up, we take

it outside to the area we carry our

puppy or have the puppy come out

with us on a leash, we show them and

say, "This is where I want you to go

potty, go potty here," and let the

puppy sniff it, and leave that little

poop there for a while, so that they get

the understanding that that’s where it

is that they should go.

And you take them to that same
spot every time!

All right, so we’ve got our crate, our

bedding, our dishes, we’re slowly

building the crate, getting the puppy

used to it, maybe we’ve got a toy in

there. Now puppies have a tendency to

kind of chew on things and they also

have very sharp teeth. And so

you want to make sure that you’re not

training them early on to play

tug of war.

I think it’s a really bad idea and it

encourages chewing on things that

you don’t want them to chew on.

Take It Outside

It’s really great to pick one spot in your

yard and then take your puppy to the

same spot over and over again.



Are you looking for a puppy

that grows up to be a little bit

more watchful of your home

and your property? Do you

have a Golden Retriever that’s

just going to be the friend to

your three and five-year-old? I

mean, different concepts in

how you’re going to train your

dog as you go down the road.

But starting off with the

proper elimination and

developing the proper

rapport, that’s key.

So first thing in the morning,

any time there’s been food or

water, any time they’ve been

in the crate for more than a

couple hours, and we’ll talk

about that in just a minute.

Last thing at night.

And let’s talk about night for

a second.

And we keep an eye on them, looking

for the signs of elimination. Now what

would that be? They start to sniff. Their

tail goes up a little bit. They start to

kind of get a little antsy. They might

whine a little bit. You’ll notice.

If you start to pay attention and you

spend some time, and it’s really

important to spend that first two,

three, four, or five days, a lot of time

with your puppy. Welcome them to

your home.

It’ll pay you back over the coming
years!

So timing is really important, as we’ve

been talking about. Making sure that if

your puppy eats, but what are the

other times? The other times, when he

wakes up in the morning, last thing at

night. You know, when you’re out

playing, make sure you go outside and

have the elimination area be part of

the routine. You just walk by and say,

you know, “Sadie, Sadie, want to go see

if you have to go potty?”

I’m a big fan of speaking to dogs in full

sentences and using please and thank

you. Treat a dog as a member of the

family with the same respect you’d

give any member of the family. Make

sure your puppy knows you expect

things from him or her. Does your

puppy have jobs? 

And that can depend on your family or

what kind of dog you have as to what

type of jobs you give it.



So it’s nighttime, your

puppy’s a little afraid. You’re

going to put him in a crate,

and maybe he or she is

whimpering. Here are a

couple things you can do.

First of all, you want to have

that crate in a family area or a

well traffic area during the

day. If you decide that you

can’t watch the puppy and

you want to put it in there for

20, 30 minutes, that’s okay, or

for half an hour or an hour or

whatever it is.

You can put the puppy in

there and talk to him and

come back. Get him used to

staying in there for short

periods and gradually

increase it.

Night Time??

Nighttime, okay. So you’re an eight

week old puppy and you’ve just left

your littermates or you’ve just come

from someplace else where you’ve

lived, and now you’ve been brought

into a home and they’re going to put

you in this little container called the

crate, and, you know, it’s not that

much different than having a young

child.

I’m greatly fortunate to have a two-

year-old and almost five-year-old, and I

have to tell you training a puppy is way

easier than dealing with a young baby.

Within a couple weeks your puppy

should really learn where to eliminate

and where to go potty. In many cases,

if you pay attention and you use these

one-minute sessions where you go

over and you talk to them, tell them

what you want, do the touches,

you do that 10 times a day for the first

two or three days, you’ll have an

extraordinarily well trained puppy.

And then, you can start to use the 1-

minute training. This includes the sit,

stay, come one minute at a time. It is

probably best to wait to start using

this method until the puppy is 12

weeks old, or something around that

age. What is important is that it’s fun

and not laborious for you or the puppy.



It’s very unlikely that a puppy, a young

puppy under 12 weeks, is going to be

able to hold its bladder more than an

hour or two. And you’ve really got to

be aware of that.

So if you’ve got to go someplace and

you’re going to leave the puppy in the

crate, maybe a neighbor can come by

and check on him or take him outside

every hour or so... or try and arrange

your life for the first week or two so

that you can spend the maximum

amount of time with your puppy.

So we take the crate, just the right

size, and let’s move it into our

bedroom. And maybe you’re thinking,

you know, I’ve got to have a good

night’s sleep tonight. I’ve thought that

plenty of nights with our daughters,

boy, I need a good night’s sleep

tonight.

For the first few nights that puppy’s

going to wake up and you’re going to

need to take it outside because it’s

going to want to go potty and you

don’t want it to go in its crate. So what

we do is we bring the crate in and

maybe the puppy will have the ability

to hold its urine for some period of

time. Last thing at night before you go

to bed, you go out and you take the

puppy to its area, and you wait until it

goes potty.

I mean, however long it takes, but you

want to make sure that it goes. You

bring it inside. I wouldn’t necessarily

feed it just before you put it into the

crate, but one of the reasons that

many puppies will wake up in the 

middle of the night is that

they didn’t eat enough earlier

in the evening and they wake

up a little hungry or they

wake up lonely.

So be prepared that you want

to take the puppy outside a

few times in the middle of

the night, maybe only once.

And just know that that may

be the case.

One of the things you can do

if it’s close to your bed, you

can try and just talk to the

puppy if it’s whimpering.

Once you put him in the

crate, you pretty much want

to leave them in there. Do

some of the little touches

before you put him in.



Never rub your puppy’s nose

in it. Never really yell at your

puppy for elimination. Be

kind. Be understanding and

wise with this.

So that’s the foundation. It

sounds pretty easy. It just

takes consistency and time

and understanding the

different times of day to take

them out. Now if you have a

puppy that’s six or eight

weeks old, they need to go

out every hour.

If you’ve got a puppy that’s

over 12 weeks old, maybe they

can be okay going outside

every couple hours. Sixteen

weeks old, now we’re at a four

old month puppy, they may

be able to hold it three or

four hours. Five month old

puppy, probably they can 

Make sure they’re not afraid. Introduce

them to that crate slowly. Make sure

that they eat their meals in there. And

then you can always place a little

sheet or some kind of a blanket over it,

it might help them feel a little more

secure inside the crate and give you a

few more hours’ sleep.

Consistency!

Okay, consistency. Now, I’ve said this

enough times that you probably have

the understanding of this already, but

consistency will be the key. Watching

your puppy, praising him exuberantly

when he goes potty outside. Scolding

a puppy for going inside will only

generally confuse them. If you’re

catching them in the act many times

you can stop them and move them

outside quickly.

And you just do that silently, move

them outside, even though it may be

your inclination to go, “No, no, no, no,

no,” but you don’t want to have fear

associated with the act of elimination

with the puppy.

They’re really young. So take them

outside, take them to their spot, go

back in, thoroughly clean up the area,

and just, you know, if you want to roll

up a newspaper, which a lot of people

have done, and whack the puppy a

few times, well, you can roll up the

newspaper and whack yourself a few

times for not paying attention. That’s

the thing you can do with newspapers. 



hold it all night easily and, please,

don’t think that I’m saying you have

to get up in the middle of the night

every night for five months.

That will not be the case. It’ll be breed

specific, the size of the dog, the kind

of the dog, where they came from,

how they were raised as young

puppies, all these things will play an

important role in this. But just know

that it’s going to go by pretty quickly

and that at a certain period of time

the dog will be able to easily hold

their urine all night. Now, do you

continue to use the crate? Many

people like to have a crate in their

house and they keep their dog

sleeping in it and they lock them in

there. I’m not a huge fan of it. I’m

actually a big fan of dogs sleeping

outside, but where we live it’s warm

most of the time and so it’s easy here

to keep our animals outside.

If you live where it’s cold or you want

your dog inside, I’d recommend that

that dog does not sleep on the bed

with you, but that’s totally up to you.

You know, people have different

reasons that they have dogs and

animals and if that feels appropriate,

then that would be the thing that you

would do. If you want to keep

your dog in the crate, you’re going to

have to probably buy a bigger crate. So

that’ll be a decision that you’ll get to

make along the line.

A Bell?

Now one of the fun things you

can do with your puppy is

when you’re going to go outside,

if you want to teach your dog to

be able to tell you that it needs

to go outside without necessarily

barking, which is, you know, one

of the reasons dogs will, they’ll

tell us how, that they want to go

outside by giving us a little woof.

And or they’ll be wiggling or

running to the door. Some

people will actually hang a little

bell on the door and they’ll teach

their dog to go over and ring the

bell when they need to go

outside.

Now I think that’s a fun thing to

do if you like the sound of a bell.



One of the things that happens on

occasion though is the dog learns that,

'Oh, every time I ring the bell I get to

go outside,' and they ring the bell a lot

during the day because they want to

go outside and play. Yeah, it’s a fun

thing if it’s something that is of

interest to you, you can go ahead and

try that.

So let’s recap now. So the important

things that you need to do, get a crate

that’s the right size, make sure that

you get some bedding and some other

things inside the crate to make it

comfortable for your puppy. Have your

crate open so that you can introduce

the crate to the puppy, so that it is not

so threatening. Then do the little

TTouches. TTouches are so much more

important than you may understand if

this is a new concept to you. We have

literally tens of thousands of people

around the world that have done

these specific touches now on animals

and I’ve worked on a large variety of

animals, whether it be dogs and cats,

wolves, camels, all different kinds of

horses, it’s just remarkable how well

and how much smarter they make

animals.

So pay specific attention to that. Pay

specific attention to consistency, one-

minute check-ins all the time during

the day for the first two or three

weeks. Make sure that you’re very

much aware of how your puppy is

responding to its environment,

whether or not it looks like it has to go

outside, whether or not you’ve fed it

recently, or whether or not it’s had

some water. Make sure all those things

are in place.

I wish you the best of luck with

your puppy and we here at

1 Minute Dog Training would like

to hear back from you on your

specific needs and wishes.

Thanks very much for reading!

It’s such an exciting thing and a

wonderful adventure to have a

new dog and a puppy in your life.

Please stay in touch with us. You

may write me directly at

woof@1minutedog.com

We’ll do our best to answer your

questions and help you whenever

we can. And, again, we wish you

all the best with your new puppy

or dog and thank you so much

for reading!

Best Regards,

Tom Mi tche l l
Tom Mitchell, 

the 1 Minute Dog Trainer


